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    In this project, a humanized interface 
control systems of Braille computer, with 
both Universal Serial Bus (USB) and 
Bluetooth interfaces, were developed.  By 
using such interfaces, an internally designed 
Chinese Braille Computer that had delivered 
around one thousand and six hundred sets in 
Taiwan could easily update to a humanized 
Braille computer to obtain Plug-and-Play and 
hot-swapping features.  Through the use of 
such interfaces reduce the inconvenience of 
installing connecting cable and let the 
Chinese Braille computer be more friendly 
and accessible.  Then the new type of a 
humanized Braille computer will greatly 
improve the learning, employment, and 
living environment of visually handicapped 
people. 
    During the study, the drive control 
commands were marshaled and made up.  
Then the control circuits of USB and 
Bluetooth interface modules were designed 
and achieved.  After the hardware of 
interface modules was constructed, the 
communication handshakes between the 
humanized interface control systems and 
Braille computer are set up.  By integrating 
above hardware, firmware, and software, the 
new type of control system of Braille 
computer is accomplished. 
    The project integrates the research 
result of an intelligently simulated connector 
for the domestic and foreign Braille 
computer hardware and software systems to 
make the next type of internally designed 
Chinese Braille computer more powerful.  
The results of this project will not only 
perform more easy installation and better 
operation of Braille computer, but help in 
increasing the desire and capability of 
visually handicapped people.  The 
advantage of wireless connection will bring 
more comfortable circumstances.  The 
project also increases the capability of 
developing assistive products and disciplines 
talents of the related field. 
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